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TUAD Announces How to
Use Research On Media and
Advertisements

Tel: 0 212 249 23 19 - 0 212 251 00 53 /

tuad@tuad.org.tr

It is significant for all of us that research results published to the public make no
compromise with reliability, objectivity and the scientific method.
We, as TUAD (Turkish Researchers' Association) have come up with the attached
document to announce to all the relevant audience the principles related to the use of
research results on the media and in advertisements.
Thank you for your sensitivity for the issue.

As TUAD (Turkish Researchers' Association), we would like to remind all the
business world, commercial and communicational spheres, our members, and the
media of principles related to the use of research results on media and in
advertisements due to recent deficiencies in the publishing of research on the written
and visual media.
With this respect, ESOMAR (World Association for Market, Social and Opinion
Research) has prescribed codes, while publishing acts are clearly specified in the
Turkish Statistics Law number 5429. As per these rules:
1. All and any research published on the print media and the internet has to encompass
the following information:
a. Titles of institutions which conducted and financed the research
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b. Universe of the research (universe; definition of the mass represented by the
research)
c. Sample magnitude and geographical coverage area of the research
d. Data collection dates
e. Sampling method (random sampling, quota sampling, etc. If random sampling is
used, response rates should be included)
f. Data collection technique
g. Whether or not dominance is used in research
h. What the relevant questions are
i. Where the “no answer” selection affects the interpretation of results, the “no
answer” rate
2. All advertisements, whether broadcast on TV or through another media have to
comply with the above articles. Detailed information should be given on websites of
the broadcasting corporations or research companies.

Consult us for any ideas and recommendations. etikkurul@tuad.org.tr

3. Research companies hold the liability to openly notify their customers and the
related broadcasting corporations of the broadcasting principles.

Members of The Ethical Committee

4. If research results are presented to press, or broadcast by the organization for which
the research service is rendered, then a prior written consent of the research
company has to be taken. The research company may ask for corrections in cases of
misinformation or misleading of the public.
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5. The reference given for the research has to be consistent with the product claim
expressed through visual, audial or written material.
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We kindly request from all the relevant parties to be sensitive for the abovementioned
issues in order that research results are published with a solid content not allowing for
any alternative considerations.

